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start with cahp. one. But if you find difficity in applying this method in

chap one. don't worry about it particularly, do the best you can, and when

you get to chap two you are ±ix after the day of Pentecost, after the time

when the Holy Spirit is working in more of His normal fahsion for this age.

So from there on we are especially interested. But in the firstof

Acts, you find just before the actual beginning of the organization x

which we call the Christian Chrucb you find that Jesus was raised from the

mad, walked with the people and discussed certain things with thet, and when

He Left them certain things were discussed. Now these things are surely meant

to be important, and so as you go through this chapter you will note what

you learn of the doctrines of the early church, but you learn of its type of

organization, do you find, in the first chap., that Peter is recogn1z±iged

as the leader, as the infallible pope of the Chruch, whatever he says is

always done. Is that what xtxx you find to be the u absolute truth

here? (end of record)

Record 1 7

txTkx By Thursday I would like to have you have the first assignment
done, which I will post.
/ And that will be to go through certain chapters and notice certain points

that I will mention. Notice them, and indicate the verses that you find

something under%/ these heads, and I want you to go straight through the

thapter and say that this verse t tells you about this doctrine, and this

verse tells you something. about the type of organization, this tells you

about leadership, this verse tells you something about it ceremonies.

Then you turn back in your loose-leaf book, and you have a page with the

heading on for Doctrine, a page for organization, a .page for ceremthnies, etc.

And on that page you put down just the verses that apply to that head,

and then just a very brief statment about what you learned from it, from

that verse. And that way, in the end, you will have all the verses on

the doctrines of the church put together, all that you will find on its

organization, and so on.
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